Modelling decomposition and microbial
processes under waterlogging
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INTRODUCTION

METHODOLOGY

A number of models for carbon turnover in the
plant-soil system exit. The knowledge of
microbial processes is not sufficient to describe
them in detail in models, but recently some
atempts have been made.

MIMICS is a model for carbon turnover in soil
that take microbial processes explicitly into
account. Microbial populations are described
as r- and K-strategists and carbon fluxes as
reverse Michaelis-Menton kinetics.
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RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
Test with data from Bergmann et al. (1999)
showed that the new model predicts the
difference
between anaerobic (ana) and
aerobic (aer) conditions reasonably, but it
underestimates the effect of substrate (glucose
- Glc):
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This model was used, and modified. The latest
version of it has a function for moisture effect,
including anerobic conditions, but the effect
was too strong (Data from Foereid et al. 2018):
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The model predicted the effect of drainage on
carbon content CO2 emission reasonably:
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Fig. 4: MIMICS model

Wetlands are particularly interesting because a
Fig. 1: Biogeochemical cycles
large amount of
carbon is stored there. In
recent years there has been a drive re-wet
drained wetlands, but it is not known to what
extent and how fast all aspects of wetland
ecology return to pristine state.
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Fig. 5: Graph 2

Fig. 2: Drained wetland

Moiture effects, and particularly effects of high
wetness (waterlogging) have received little
attention in carbon turnover modelling.
Here we use data from an incubation and
microbial data from drained and re-wetted fens
to adapt a model for waterlogged conditions.

Data for microbial populations in drained and
re-wetted fens were used (Verbruggen and
Wilk, unpublished). They showed that rewetted (waterlogged) had more microbial
biomass, mainly as fungi:
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It was assumed that fungi are more Kstrategists, and K-strategist utilization of
structural litter and death rate were modified
at waterlogged conditions.

We conclude that the
modifications for
waterlogging worked, but the MIMICS model
does not simulate the effect of substrate
additions accurately. The inclusion of microbial
processes in mechanistic models is still in its
infancy. The new model can be used to predict
effects of drainage and re-wetting on soil
carbon, but not interactions with plant
productivity and climate.
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